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Agenda

1. Previous Research: The European Austerity Network around political party 
foundations and partisan think tanks, its German strong hold and what we are 
missing (a lot!)

2. Austerity (political) advisory landscape in Germany: Exemplary analysis of some 
key individuals and institutions (5 pro-austerity and 2 more balanced 
organizations)

3. Key findings and how to interpret them: austerity technocracy, austerity 
hegemony, austerity intrication?



Previous Research: Integrated Analysis

MPS - Member

 Pro-austerity think tanks 
(yellow) maintain central 
positions amongst the 6 
European party foundation and 
two right wing partisan 
networks.

MPS – Members hold key 
interlock positions within the 
community. 



German Members in Austerity Networks

German Austerity Think Tanks Network

1 Hanns Seidel Stiftung Centre for European Studies

2 Konrad Adenauer Stiftung Centre for European Studies

3 Friedrich-Naumann Stiftung ELF

4 Stiftung Marktwirtschaft Stockholm

5 Stiftung Ordnungspolitik Stockholm

6 Walter Eucken Institut Stockholm

7 Hamburg Institute for International Economics Stockholm

8 New Social Market Economy Foundation Stockholm 

9 Center for European Policy (CEP) Stockholm

10 Council on Public Policy Stockholm

11 Hayek Society Stockholm

12 Institut Unternehmerische Freiheit NDF / Stockholm

Notably absent: Major 
Employer institutes like 
Institut der deutschen
Wirtschaft or Stiftung
Familienunternehmer, and 
important academic institutes 
featuring pro-austerity 
economists like IFO (Hans-
Werner Sinn, until 2016) or 
Max Planck Institut für
Steuerrecht (Kai Konrad)



Leading German Economists

Hans Werner Sinn

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Head of Ifo Institute, arguably the most relevan German economist, both academic and publi intellectual. 2003 publication Can Germany still be saved (MIT 2007) reads like a precursor of structual reforms, later followed influential books on the Euro and the financial crisis, public voice against monetary finance of state budgets, which generates considerable public controversy among economists in 2013… more important than academic relevance public media and policy relevance attested by German rankings. 





New Puzzle: German Austerity Landscape

Questions:

1. Which organizations (research institutes; university institutes, think tanks) promote 
austerity positions?

2. And which organizations can be considered „anti-austerity“?

3. Who are important academics who advocate austerity; which role do disciplines play 
(economics, but also others!)

4. Are academic intellectuals (inter-) connected through networks?  

5. How are academic institutes related to government institutions?

6. How are these austerity forces linked to the European networks studied before?



Austerity Knowledge regime in Germany: Individuals, 
organizations, ideas



Pro-Austerity in Germany

Case Selection: Political Advisory 
Architecture in Germany

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why did we choose these institutions?Step 1 showed that many leading German pro-austerity economists, research institutes and think tanks were not captured within the previous pro-austerity network analysisIn Step 2 we tried to capture leading economic institutes that are mainly supporting pro-austerity standpoints.  We also added two ideologically balanced institutes (DIW; BBA) to show that there are also voices against austerity or at least with a more moderate view on it.Leibniz:DIW: The German Institute for Economic Research Berlin (DIW)Ifo-Institute for Economic Research at the University of MunichIWH: Halle Institute for Economic ResearchRWI: Leibniz Institut für WirtschaftsforschungZEW: Center for European Economic Research Max Planck�- „Die derzeit 83 Max-Planck-Institute und Einrichtungen betreiben Grundlagenforschung in den Natur-, Bio-, Geistes- und Sozialwissenschaften im Dienste der Allgemeinheit „Drei relevante MPIs für uns, neben Tax auch noch MPI Köln und MPI for Social Law in MünchenAcademics/Universities:Moritz: Welche relevanten Universitäten/Professoren finden sich in den Appellen? Am besten wir zählen sie grob, damit wir eine ungefähre Zahl angeben können (sowohl für Professoren als auch Universitäten)BBA: Berlin-Brandenburg Academy (wer ist da dabei, Unis, Profs etc-> dann bei Academics mit zählen)Appeals: The Appeals were signed by leading economists and university professors Independent InstitutionsIW: Institute with strong ties to employersIZA: founded by Deutsche Post foundation; former Director Klaus F. Zimmermann is well connected to the Initiative Neue Soziale Marktwirtschaft (INSM); Zimmermann significantly shaped the very liberal positioning of the institute; since March 2016, Hilmar Schneider is the Director of the InstituteDB Research:Hier müssen wir nochmal überlegen, wer da noch alles dazugehört (fraglich, ob DB Research reinpasst)



Pro-Austerity in Germany

Method of Investigation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(1): Three economic plea were analysed which reflected clear pro-austerity positions within the european crisis (against banking union, against debt cut for greece etc.). �We obtained the lists of economists that signed the plea. �In this way we hoped to find influencial economic advisors in Germany which can be regarded as as promoters of neoliberal thought (vgl. Hayek second hand dealers in ideas?)(2): We added board members of leading economic advisory insititute, which have been characterized by a pro-austerity stance in recent years. In this way we hoped to obtain first matches between individuals whivh have signed economic plea & those working in (private) research insititutes whivh a nreoliberal agenda. We also included insititutes which have promoted mixed approaches (DIW & Brandenburgerische Akademie).(3): We analysed leading econonmic advisory boards in the German government (economic, financial) in order to find interlock positions between these governmental positions and those in leading economic advisory insititute. Here we also wanted to see if members of these borads had sigend the aforementioned economic plea.



Pro-Austerity in Germany

Exemplary Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(1): Three economic plea were analysed which reflected clear pro-austerity positions during the european crisis (against banking union, against debt cut for greece etc.). �We obtained the lists of economists that signed the plea. �In this way we hoped to find influencial economic advisors in Germany which can be regarded as promoters of neoliberal thought (vgl. Hayek second hand dealers in ideas?)(2): We added board members of leading economic advisory insititute, which have been characterized by a pro-austerity stance in recent years. In this way we hoped to obtain first matches between individuals whivh have signed economic plea & those working in (private) research insititutes whivh a nreoliberal agenda. We also included insititutes which have promoted mixed approaches (DIW & Brandenburgerische Akademie).(3): We analysed leading econonmic advisory boards in the German government (economic, financial) in order to find interlock positions between these governmental positions and those in leading economic advisory insititute. Here we also wanted to see if members of these borads had sigend the aforementioned economic plea.







Plural Organizations

Berlin Brandenburg Academy

• Possibly most important of German academies

• Pluralist working group on public finance

• Report of pro- and contra austerity, balanced compromise paper (signed by 
pro-austerity economist Lars Feld, not by Kai Konrad)

DIW

• President Fratzscher: Social Inequality book

• Corporatist: Business and trade union representatives







The Three Appeals signed by German Economists

The Plea of Hamburg (2005)

Germany faces a deep structural crisis which calls for drastic and painful reforms. [. . .]
1. total demand is a complex economic category [. . .] (steering) disrupts its structure but does not lead to a higher 
total demand.:::
3. Costs of labour are a key factor to overcome the crisis. Who think‘s that Germany should stay a country of high 
wages, is dishonest and ignorant..

Voices of the Economists (2012)

„We, the economists of German speaking countries, are concerned about steps towards a baning-union, which 
establishes collective liabilities of the debts banks in the eurosystem have created [. . .].  Disputes with the 
neighbours is inevitable.  Neither the Euro nor the European idea will be saved by expanding the liabilities of 
member states. It rather helps ailing banks, Wall Street, the City of London and some German investors which can 
transfer their debts to citizens and countries that have nothing to do with it.“

Plea of Karlsruhe (2013)

ECB Government financing is rightly prohibited, as it endangers the independence of the central bank. The central 
bank shall ensure prise-stability.[. . .]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plea of Hamburg (2005):�https://www.cesifo-group.de/portal/pls/portal/!PORTAL.wwpob_page.show?_docname=422966.PDF„als Deutschland sich in einer tiefen, strukturellen Krise befindet, die drastische und schmerzhafte Reformen verlangt.“Germany faces a deep structural crisis which calls for drastic and painful reforms. [. . .]Plea of Karlsruhe (2013):- Initiated by Vaubel- Amidts the ideas when the Ezb was about to buy bonds of Countries that faced massive debts. http://www.faz.net/aktuell/wirtschaft/eurokrise/neuer-appell-deutsche-oekonomen-werfen-der-ezb-staatsfinanzierung-vor-12569316.html��„Voices of the Economists“:Against the banking union. 



How Many Economists Signed Multiple Appeals?
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In total 370 Economists signed the apeals. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MPS Mitglieder:-- Charles B Blanchart-- Christian Watrin-- Roland Vauble�-- Lars P. Feld



Who are these 25 Economists?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AFD: Oberender, Lucke, Starbatty, Meyer, KruseKAS: Wegener, BertholtNeoliberal think tanks: manyAußerdem: hamburger appell: fuest (ifo), haucap (IW), hüther (IW), alfred mausner (augsburg uni, ifo), : Econwatch together with Konrad: haucap, fuest



• Kai A. Konrad, Max Planck corporate tax and public finance
• Clemens Fuest, Jörg Rocholl, IFO-Institute

Scientific Advisory Board 
to the Federal Ministry of Finance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our sample exemplary indeed: BBA „balanced“ organization and DIW are stronger in central gov. Advisory functions, but Lars Feld, DIW: Pro austerity and strong links to partsian networks (head of Eucken institute etc.); „plural institutes“ need to be subject to study in their own right, like Universities, cannot be simply grouped in pro- or contra austerity as organizations; may indeed provide more legitimacy for specific normative perspective than organizations that are more partisan. Also the case for Max Planck and Ifo?



Links to the Austerity Partisan Think Tank Network

= Members of MPS

= Institutes part of austerity-Network

= Examined Organisations 

= Individuals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advisory to Ministry of economy and energy:  -- Otmar Issing (Aktionsg. Soz. Marktw., Stiftung Marktwirt.) -- Martin Hellwig (Stiftung Marktwirtschaft) -- Wolfgang Franz (Stiftung Marktwirtschaft) -- Christ. Engel (Eucken Institute) -- Blankart (ASU, Open Europe Berlin, Inst. Fo Free Enterprise),  -- Vaubel (Liberales Institute, Hayek Gesellschaft, , Inst. Fo Free Enterprise),  -- Watrin (Hayek Gesellschaft, Hayek institute)Advisory to Ministry of finance:--  Christian Waldoff (Akt. Soz. Marktwirtschaft)--  Lars P. Feld (Röpke Institute, ECONWATCH, Akt. Soz. Marktwirtschaft)--  Kai Konrad (ECONWATCH) USW. ��Interessant DIW hält nur durch Lars P. Feld Verbindung zum Aust. NetworkFratscher, Ockenfels, Börsch-Supran: austeritätskritisch?



German Think Tanks in the Austerity Network with 
Connections to Governmental Advisory Boards



What about the Mont Pelerin Society?

Name Insitution

Charles B. Blankart
Federal Ministry of economic affairs and energy (Scientific Advisory 
Board)

Christian Watrin
Federal Ministry of economic affairs and energy (Scientific Advisory 
Board)

Lars P. Feld
Federal Ministry of Finance (Scientific Advisory Board) / (BBA) / 
German council of economic experts

Peter Bernholz
Federal Minsitry of economic affairs and energy (Scientific Advisory 
Board)

Roland Vaubel
Scientific Advisory Board of  the Federal Minsitry of economic affairs and 
energy

Wernhard Möschel
Federal Minsitry of economic affairs and energy (Scientific Advisory 
Board)



How do they Score in the FAZ Ranking?

= Members of MPS

= Institutes part of austerity-Network

= Examined Organisations 

= Individuals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ranking in FAZ Ranking 2016: �Clemens Fuest: (3)Lars Feld: (7)Axel Ockenfels: (9)Justus Haucap (14)Axel Bösch Supan (20)Martin Helwig (28)Christoph Engel (37)Otmar Issing (54)Jörg Rocholl (78)



A New Theory of (Economic) Advisory Functions?

• Can we speak of austerity technocracy?

• Can we speak of austerity hegemony? 

• Can we speak of austerity intrication?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MPS Mitglieder:-- Charles B Blanchrt-- Christian Watrin-- Roland Vauble�-- Lars P. Feld



Sources

Hans-Werner Sinn (2014): Austerität. In: Huffingtonpost Webpage, Online: 
http://www.huffingtonpost.de/hanswerner-sinn/austeritaet_b_6252622.html (08.12.2016)

Eckert, Daniel: Der größte Schuldenschnitt aller Zeiten. In: Die Welt Webpage, Online: 
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article136969538/Der-groesste-Schuldenschnitt-aller-Zeiten.html
(08.12.2016)

Scherer, Katja (2013): Der Streit ums Geld. In: Zeit Online Webpage, Online; 
http://www.zeit.de/2013/41/sparpolitik-staatsverschuldung-wirtschaftswachstum (08.12.2016).

Bräuninger, Dieter (2011):  Erlöse, Wettbewerb, Wachstum. Möglichkeiten der Privatisierung im 
Eurogebiet. DB-Research, EU-Monitor 87. Online: 
https://www.dbresearch.de/PROD/DBR_INTERNET_DE-
PROD/PROD0000000000279744/Erl%C3%B6se,_Wettbewerb,_Wachstum%3A_M%C3%B6glic
hkeiten_der_Pr.pdf. (08.12.2016). 
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MPS Mitglieder:-- Charles B Blanchrt-- Christian Watrin-- Roland Vauble�-- Lars P. Feld

http://www.huffingtonpost.de/hanswerner-sinn/austeritaet_b_6252622.html
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https://www.dbresearch.de/PROD/DBR_INTERNET_DE-PROD/PROD0000000000279744/Erl%C3%B6se,_Wettbewerb,_Wachstum:_M%C3%B6glichkeiten_der_Pr.pdf


Join the Conversation

Learn about our project and see more of our research and media:

http://altausterity.mcmaster.ca/

https://twitter.com/altausterity

#altausterity

https://twitter.com/altausterity
https://twitter.com/altausterity
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